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Trustee has
interest
in Beirut
by Mike Hannan
and Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writers

Chancellor Patrick McCarthy

UMO President Paul Silverman

Chancellor steps down
by Mike Harman
and Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writers

FARMINGTON—The Chancellor of the University
of Maine announced he will step down from his
position in the fall- of 1985.
At the University of Maine Board of Trustees
meeting Monday, BOT Chairman Thomas P.
Monaghan said Patrick McCarthy had discussed
his being reassigned with the three BOT members
who compiled the last chancellor evaluation study
(Monaghan, Vice-Chairman Francis A. Brown
and Stanley J. Evans), completed in January
1983.
Monaghan said "We discussed this at length
and we have a request that the chancellor be
reassigned. He will be leaving in the fall of 1985
after 10 years as chancellor. We recommend that
he be given a distinguished public policy

professorship with tenure and that he be granted
a one year leave between positions to do
research."
"The 8-year period in which Chancellor
-McCarthy has served has been one of incredible
--accomplishment. We (the
BOT) feel deeply
indebted to the service he has given to us and the
people of Maine," Monaghan said. "We would
be grateful to him for serving as a tenured
professor, for as long as he shall want."
Robert L. Woodbury, president of the
University of Southern Maine, said, "I'd like to
say that the absolute high point of being part of
the Maine university system has been the
opportunity to work with Chancellor McCarthy."
McCarthy said "All I can say is thank you
very, very much for 81
/
2 good years, and I look
forward to working with you in the 11
/
2 years
that remain."
McCarthy made no further comments on his
reassignment.

Parking fines hiked by BOT
by Mike Harman
and Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writers
New parking regulations passed by
the University of Maine Board of
_Trustees Monday will mean higher
fines for parking violations at UMO.
The new regulations eliminate the
distinction between commuter and
resident parking. the eliminaton of
unenforceable sections of the present

regulations, and a provisioku has been
added for appealing alleged violations
of the university's parking rules.
Previous fines of $2 are now $5 for
parking: in an improper parking area
(wrong decal); on turf or on a sidewalk;
in a no parking area; in obstruction of a
crosswalk; or parking overtime.
Previous fines of $5 are now $7 for
parking: in a loading ramp or
unloading zone; in obstruction of
traffic; on roads; or in a bus stop.

Previous fines of $7 are now $10 for
parking: by a fire lane, or fire hydrant;
in a handicapped area; any other
parking violation not mentioned in
the preceeding paragraphs.
Tony Mangione. UIv10's vice president of student government, told the
BOT that the UMO student senate
had voted 45-5 against the parking
changes. Mangione said the changes
were discriminating against students,
and he said mid-term parking rules
(See PARKING page 5)

FARMINGTON—University of
Maine Board of Trustees member Joseph Hackanson, of
Westbrook, was commended by
UMaine Chancellor.Patrick McCarthy just for being at Mondays
BOT meeting—because Hackanson's son-in-law is a U.S. Marine
stationed at the Beirut airport.
"This is a tribute to Joseph
Hackanson. His son-in-law is
one of those at the Beirut airport.
and Hackanson came to today's
meeting not knowing whether
the boy is dead or alive,"
McCarthy said.
Referring to
Gov. Brennan's decision reappointed Hackanson to another
seven year term, "It is a tribute
to Governor Brennan's leadership in education that he is going
to reappoint such a fine man.
who has no political obligations
to anyone—I don't even think
Joe belongs to a political party."
After the BOT meeting,
Hackanson said his son-in-law,
24 year-old Maine native Brent
Smith, was stationed at the
Beirut airport when a bomb blast
Sunday morning destroyed the
Marine Headquarters building,
killing at least 180 Marines and
wounding at least 69 others.
"He graduated from Bates and
joined the Corps. He was 100
percent committed to doing a
good job on the peacekeeping
mission,' Hackanson said.
"I first heard about it
(Sunday's bombing) watching TV
in an airport waiting room."
"My first
Hackanson said.
thought was from Brent. We still
don't know if he's alright or not.
My daughter Judy (Smith) is
waiting at home anxiously for
some word."
Hackanson said he would
prefer not to comment on
whether or not the Marines
should be in Beirut.

Communiqu6 Professor receivesjournalism award
Tuesday, Oct. 25
Chemistry Seminar. Professor
Louis
Goodfriend: "Model
Potential
Protonic
Orbital
Approach
to
Molecular
Problems Involving Protons."
335 Aubert. 11 a.m.
Spanish Table. Yellow Dining
Room,
Hilltop
Commons.
Noon.
Forestry Noontime Seminar.
Professor
Maxwell
McCormack: "Herbicide Use in
Maine's Forests." 204 Nutting.
Noon.
(Continued on page 8)

by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
Brooks W. Hamilton, professor of
journalism at UMO, received the
Yankee Quill Award, the highest
honor of the New England Chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists, at their
awards banquet Monday in Boston.
The Yankee Quill Award is
presented annually in recognition of
an outstanding career in professional
journalism. Hamilton received the
honor with two journalists from
Connecticut, Stephen A. Collins, of
the
Danbury
News-Times, and
Robert H. Estabrook, of the
Lakeville Journal.

Hamilton has been a member of
Sigma Delta Chi for more than 30
years and is a charter member and
president of Maine's Sigma Delta
Chi chapter.
Hamilton has taught journalism at
UMO for the past 31 years.
He
chaired
the
department
of
journalism and broadcasting for 18
years and served as faculty adviser
to the Maine Campus.
Hamilton graduated from Bates
College in 1941 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree. He began his career in
journalism as a reporter for the
Kennebec Journal in Augusta. He
(See AWARD page 2)

Professor Brooks W. Hamilton
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Arctic authority bridges gap
UMO awaits
between North America and Asia the B-52's

by Scott Milliken
Staff Writer

Archaeological sites, dating from
13,000 to 14,000 years ago, show
Professor David M. Hopkins,
humans were in Canada's Yukon
recognized as the world's leading
Territory
then,
and
woolly
authority on the Western Arctic
mammoth bones, clearly shaped as
and the land bridge once connecting
tools by humans, are dated from
North America and Asia at the
28,000 to 30,000 years ago. "But,"
Bering Straits, will speak Tuesday as
Hopkins said, "there are no sites of
part
of
UMO's
Distinguished
a settlement, and we can't trust
Lecture Series. The lecture will be
bone dates."
He said the bones
in 101 English/Math at 8 p.m.
may be 30,000 years old, but
Hopkins, senior research scientist - weren't
necessarily fashioned into
with the U.S. Geological Survey, tools then.
will speak on "Hard Times in
He said current evideneC umans
Beringia--Constraints on the Lifestyle
were
in North America 30 ,
years
of the First Americans."
ago
is
weak,
but
there
is
"ititt.)it
ood
Hopkins is best known for his
reason
conclude
to
they
weren't.
"
interdisciplinary
studies
of
the
Western Arctic and studies of
He said if there were humans in
Beringia, the area stretching from
Beringia then, their numbers would
the Western Arctic across the Bering have been very small. He said the
Sea into Siberia.
harsh climate and low level of plant
He said he will discuss the regions productivity may have precluded
on both sides of the Bering Sea and support of a human population.
the probability humans entered "But if humans had ways to eat,"
North America across a land bridge Hopkins said, "they could have
12,000 to 35,000 years ago.
survived the winters, just as other
"I will be looking at the mammals did."
speculations and theories of man's
He said there is speculation
entrance into North
America,"
discussing
man's necessities for humans set up "headquarter camps"
survival, the availability of plant in river valleys where some plants
and animal food and the restrictions and mammals, in groups, survived
He said woolly
of climate during the last ice .age, he the winters.
_ _
mammot
hs,
bison, hors, caribou
said.
and
other
animals
probably
Hopkins
said
it's
generally remaine
d
in
certain
areas to graze
accepted humans crossed a land
bridge into North America 12,000 to and to retain energy during the
14,000 years ago. At that time, he winters, offering a food supply to
said, humans had the "equipment humans that may have been there.
and means to live in the area, but
Though
no
evidence
exists
this doesn't mean they did.
supporting
such
a
hypothesis,
"(Humans) had fire and means
Hopkins said, "it's a reasonable
for
keeping
warm.
Tailored model for survivin
g winters in
clothing, such as tunics and skull
Beringia
,"
and
could
support
caps, were found near Moscow
theories
placing
humans
in
'North
dated, at least, 24,000 years ago.
America
35,000
years
ago.
And (humans) had the tools, such
as projectile points (for hunting), as
Hopkins received his B.S. from
early as 35,000 years ago," he said.
the University of New Hampshire in
He said there was a "clear human
1942, and his Ph.D. in geology
presence" in Northeastern Siberia
from Harvard University in 1955.
14,000 years ago and there are some
He has served as President of the,.
human sites there apparently dating
American Quaternary Asociatn•
from 30,000 to 35,000 years ago.
But the sites, he said, "are not well (1975-1976), as a member, of the
National
Geographic
described and the ages of the sites
Society's
Advisor Committee for Planning
are doubted."

Early Man Studies, and on other
scientific committees and research
groups.
In 1968 he received the
Kirk Bryan Award of the Geological
Society of America.
He has
published more than 130 articles and
papers and edited two landmark
studies--the Bering Land Bridge
(Stanford University Press, 1967)
and
Paleoecology
of
Beringia
(Academic Press, 1982).

Associate
erotessor
of
Anthropology
and
Quaternary
Studies Robson Bonnichsen said,
"Professor Hopkins is the leading
expert on the topic of Beringia. He
has worked in that area 30 years.
He has a broad, comprehensive
understanding of the „interaction of
plants and animals in Siberia and
North America which is very
important foi understanding the
peopling of this continent.
He
knows more than anyone else about
this."

•Award
(Continu0 from page I)
was made city editor in 1949 after
serving in the U.S. Coast Guard
during World War II. He served in
that capacity until 1952, when he
joined the UMO faculty as its only
journalism department member.
Hamilton is one of the leading
authorities in the state on media
law. He has a strong interest in
freedom of the press and First
Amendment issues, and played a key
role in the drafting and passage of
Maine's "Right to Know" law in
1959.
A member of the Maine Press
Association, he was honored by that
organization in 1979 when the
Brooks W. Hamilton Award was
established. It is presented annually
for general excellence in weekly
newspapers.
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by Patti 1
Staff Wri

by Tom St'. Amand
Staff Writer
Student Entertainment and
Activities blames insufficient
advertising for the estimated
$5,500 loss in the R.E.M.-Let's
Active-B. Willie Smith concert
Oct. 14.
Concert Committee
co-Chairman Rich Carlson said
people will definitely -know about
November's B-52's show.
The B-52's will play in UMO's
Memorial Field House Wednesday, Nov. 9, in their first Maine
appearance. Carlson said the
113-52's gave SEA permission to
advertise the fact they have
never toured the state.
"Groups usually don't want to
let people know where they
haven't been," Carlson said.
"There's going to be a lot more
cross-state idvertising, like there
should have been for R.E.M.
Posters that were put up for
R.E.M. were taken down the
same day (by students). This
time posters will be put up in
places where they will stay up."
Carlson said the fact UMO
hasn't seen many "new wave"
bands helped in the decision to
bring the B-52's to campus. And
he said he doesn't think the
Wednesday night appearance
will affect the concert's success.
"This is the first time they're
in the state and we expect a lot of
people to come up from Portland.
"Tickets cost $7 for UMO
students and $10 for the general
public. Just go to a movie and
you'll spend that," Carlson said.
SEA receives a yearly concert
budget of about $25,000 from
UMO's student government.
"We don't get that lump sum
at one time," Carlson said. "It's
spread out over the year. We're
trying to keep things at a low cost
so it was kind of discouraging to
lose money on R.E.M. I thought
- it was goimg to do a lot better."
Carlson
said
Translator
will open for the B-52's and the
show will cost about $22,000 to
ut onT
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Halloween Personals
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ROOM
Memorial Union 1983/84

You don't stand a ghost,,c6f a chance when you're invisible.
Send Maine Campus Halloween P‘Tsonals and let that
L,
someone 6-kotv;L.4.your There. They will
.0141
ix.• ruiming on Halloween; Monday,
Odober 31. Personals are $1.00 for each
twenty words. They should be dropped
off aftetriix)ns at the. Maine Campus, in
the basement of Lord Hall. Deadline for
inclusion is 2:00 p.m. Friday, October 28.
•••;"
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Monday - Friday, 7 pm to closing

Private Parties:
Student groups and Residence halls;
entire Gameroom - $75.00 per hour.
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Tailgaters bring lunch and quiet to the field
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
A quiet crowd of about 200 students,
alumni and guests ate lunch and
patiently waited in the tailgating area
for the football game to start Saturday.
It was quite a contrast to the
tailgating on homecoming weekend
which involved between 1,000 and
1.500 rowdy tailgaters, said UMO
police.
This was the first tailgating under
the new policies decided at meetings
of
administrators
and
student
representatives Oct. 6. Thomas Aceto,
vice president for student affairs said
at that time, there will be no kegs in
the tailgate area and, "we urge people
not to bring bottles due to problems
connected with broken glass. A ticket
for the game must be purchased and
presented in
order to ensure

individuals are there to see the game
and, because tailgating is a lunch
event, the new hours are from 11:00
a.m. to kickoff (1:30 p.m.)."
During homecoming weekend, the
tailgating area, located behind the
Maine grandstand, was closed onehalf hour after the game.
Although the tailgating area officially opened at 11:00 a• m•• at 10:30 a.m.,
there + were two cars with people
already in the area. A police officer.
who wished to remain anonymous,
said I.the people were let in early
because they had driven a long way to
Or*."We use our common sense to
determine who is let in early," he
said.
Alumnus Jim Mullen, UMO class of
19/72. said, "Homecoming used to be-a
little crowded--it was out of control.
It's a little over-controlled now.
'there's nobody here."

Steve Spencer, an Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity member, said. "The new
policy has decreased the number of
people substantially. The atmosphere
is not as social as it used to be."
Rick Yost, bar manager at ATO said,
"Because of the new policy I don't
drink any more or any less."
Ted and Edwina Barber. of Bangor,
were at the tailgating area before the
game Saturday. Three of their sons
graduated from UMO and they said
they enjoy attending about one game a
year. The Barbers said they enjoy
tailgating and think the new, stricter
guidelines for tailgating "might be
good."
"This is the kind of tailgate thay you
make your own fun," said Peter
Carney. Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity

member. Carney, along with other Sig
Ep members, helped collect empty
bottles for the United Way Fund.
Joe Comeau, a UMO fraternity
board public relations official said,
"The fraternity board only collected
about $15 worth of bottles and cans
because there were significantly less
bottles due to a significant lesser
amount bf people at tailgate."
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity and
Gamma Sigma Sigma sorority sold
refreshments at the gate of the
tailgating area.
The Sophomore Owls, a student
organization, helped clear the area at
kickoff. Matt Stiker, president of the
Sophomore Owls, said they had no
problems getting everyone out of the
area at 1:30 p.m. "We just went
around and reminded everyone that
tailgating was closing earlier," said
Stiker.
•

Women speak on commitment to Guatemala
by Rich Garven
staff Writer

Y.W.C.A., Greater,-Bangor N.O.W.
I. and the Feminist Spiritual Commun/ ity.
Many people say that the Soviets and/
In January 1980. to protest army Cubans ha come to our country to fiy
occupation of their villages and attacks
us with com unist ideas, but neither on their people. Quiche Indians
Soviets-or Cubans are running things peacefully occupied the Spanish
in Guatemala. It is only the fact that
Embassy in Guatemala City. Though
the people themselves have found: no
the ambassador agreed to mediate
peace that has forced the poor to pick
with the army on the Indians behalf.
up arms said Victoria Alvarez, a
police broke into the building. attacked
Quiche Indian. speaking
the
the occupiers and -set the building on
present situation in Guatema a.,
fire. Thirty-nine people died. Alvarez
Alvarez and Leonor Barrios a native
and Barrios said it was this massacre
of Guatemala City, spoke through
which caused them to become
translator Sally Hanlon before 52
politically active.
people, six of which were male, in the
Alvarez said after- the embassy
Damn Yankee last night. The women
incident
her parents received death
appeared as part of a fall tour entitled
threats
were branded as commuand
"Women to Women: Guatemalan
Women Speak." which will also travel nists. "My parents' name was printed
on village walls with slogans like 'You
to eight other cities including New
York and Chicago. The Maine part of are all going to die, today is your last
day of life',•• Alvarez said. "My
the tour was sponsored by eight Maine
parents said they were net criminals
women's groups including the
I,

Classifieds

Jobs
OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/ year
round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields. S50041200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write 11C Box 52ME Corona Del Mar,CA 92625.
JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (Including
Australia, South Pacific, Europe, Africa,
Alaska, Cruise Ships, Airlines). All
Occupations. Temporary and Full Time.
$20,000 to $60,000. Call Now! 206-7365103 EXT 145.

Barrios said despite her age (21) she
knew nothing of what was going on
politically in Guatemala until she went
to the University of San Carlos. "The
press said nothing of what was going
on and the people didn't know why
things were being done as they were,"
Barrios said.
"For example, the
people were being pushed off their
land and they didn't know why. It was
later learned that valuable minerals
were found on these lands that the
government wanted."
Barrios said university officials told
the students to stop supporting the
people's cause or they would be
branded as communists and guerillas.
She said numerous classmates began
to disappear during this time.

"We felt we couldn't stop our work
because the people knew nothing
unless the students worked to help
inform them," Barrios said. "Many of
us realized we had to get the word to
the outside world. If you people didn't
know what was happening. it became a
greater ignorance tlian that which
exists' in my country. This is why my
friend (Alvarez) and I have come to the
United States."
Alvarez said it is the people of the
United States who can stop the
military aid the Reagan Administration is supplying to the Guatemalan
government. "You have a responsibility to the people of Central America,"
Alvarez said. "We only wish to live in
peace and to chose our own
government. One that will struggle for
the rights of our own people."

The Panhellenic Association is Proud to Announce Its
First Annual

Announcement

The Maine Campus will be running
personals on
Halloween (Monday,
October 31) and they are $1.00 for every
twenty words. Personals and money
should be dropped off afternoons at the
Maine Campus (basement of Lord Hall).
Deadline for submission is 2:00 p.m.
Friday, October 28.

and refused to leave their land. My
story is not only my own, for it is the
story of thousands of peasant
-families."
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GONG SHOW
Open to the Campus

Acts Needed
Pick up Applications in the Student Activities Office
Deadline: Wednesday,October 26 at 3:00 p.m.
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The Show Will Be Held

October 30,7:30 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
Trophies and Prizes
Don't Miss This Humorous Event!
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World/U.S.News
Savitch dies in automobile accident Monday
NEW YORK (AP)—Jessica
Savitch died in an automobile
accident Monday at the age- of
35, still in pursuit of the "big
things" in network TV. Killed
along with her was New York
Post executive Martin Fischbein.
34.
She was a success by almost
any standard of the business, a
network executive called her "a
television natural," and only a
year ago, viewers ranked her just
behind three anchormen - Dan
Rather of CBS. Roger Mudd of
NBC and Frank Reynolds of ABC
- when asked. "How much
confidence do you have in his, or
her. reporting?"
"The problem is," she said in
an interview with TV Guide
published in 1979. "whenever
you think of succeeding, you
think you will be happy. You
think happiness will be 'written

Marinesfrom
New England
die in Beirut

A

WASHINGTON (AP)—At
least three Marines from New
England were atholig thase killed
when a suicide bomber blew up
their Beirut barracks, including
two from Connecticut and another from Massachusetts.
The family of Pfc Michael
'Devlin. 21. of Westwood, Mass.,
was notified Monday of their
son's death in the blast that
destroyed the barracks and took
at least 191 U.S. lives.
His mother. Christine, told
news reporters that Devlin
recently had written home that
he believed himself safe because
he was not patrolling the airport
perimeter in Lebanon.
Marine headquarters identified one Connecticut man Monday as Lance Cpl. T. DiBenedetto, 24. of Mansfield Center,
son of -UConn Vice President of
Academic Affairs Anthony DiBendetto. He was among the 10
men in the first list of marine
casualties released by the service. The DiBenedetto family
declined comment.
A Naugatuck, Conn., resident,
identified as Lance Cpl. Duane
Wigglesworth, 19, also was
killed, according to U.S. Rep.
William R. Patchford, D-Conn.
Wigglesworth's parents, Henry and Sandra Wigglesworth of
Naugatuck. learned of their son's
death in a telephone call Monday
from Ratchford, the congressman said.

on the ticket.' It's not. Success
does not have to bring happiness. Success brings success. I
think I succeeded because so
many people told me I couldn't."
Her career, as her life, was a
journey over peaks and through
valleys. The professional low though she didn't say so herself may have been the time she
spent. while a student at Ithaca
College. as "Honeybee," a rock
'n' roll disc jockey in Rochester.
N.Y.
At the height of her career, she
substituted for John Chancellor
and David Brinkley on the "NBC
Nightly News- and anchored the
Saturday edition of the program.
she was favored by many to
become the first woman to
anchor a network evening newscast on her own.
As recently as August, she lost
her weekend job to Connie
Chung, who was hired away from

the CBS affiliate in Los Angeles,
KNXT.
Miss Savitch was
assigned the twice-a-night "NBC
News Digest" report with a
promise that she would take over
the Sunday "Nightly News' after
the first of the year.
Jessica Savitch was born inKennett Square,- Pa`.-, the eldest
of three daughters of a clothingstore owner. Her father died
when she was 11, and her mother
moved the family to Margate.
N.J.
Still in her early teens, she
participated in a rock show for a
local radio station and, she later
recalled,"Once I heard my voice
on the air. I decided I wanted to
be a television reporter."
But at Ithaca College, she
found the campus station off-liruits to women. "It always hurts
because it seems unfair," she
said in an interview with The
Associated Press earlier this

Petition calls for delay
in missile deployment
PORTLAND (AP)—More than
3.500 Maine voters signed
petitions last weekend calling for
a one-year delay in the deployment of U.S. missiles in western
Europe, the Maine Freeze
Campaign announced.
"This is just the beginning of
our statewide petition drive,"
said Seward B. "Pat" Brewster
of Augusta, co-chairman of the
group.
Members of the
anti-nuclear group collected signatures outside supermarkets
and churches throughout Maine.
He said the petitions indicate
that many Mainers are as
concerned as many Europeans
are about the potential for
creating"a Cuban missile crisis
in reverse on European soil."

The petitions ask for more time
to allow the United State and
Russia to negotiate a halt to new
cruise and Pershing II missiles in
Europe, and a reduction in Soviet
intermediate-range forces there.
Maine people are "hoping that
Maine's congressional delegation will take seriously their
desire for a mutual, verifiable
freeze on the testing, production,
and deployment of all new
nuclear missiles," Brewster
said.
The Freeze Campaign plans to
send copies of the petitions to
members of the delegation
before the House of Representatives begins debate on the S246.3
billion defense appropriations
bill Tuesday.

Final members named to
panel investigating utilities
AUGUSTA
(AP)—Senate
President Gerald P. Conley
named the last three members to
a special legislative panel that
will investigate the political
involvement of Maine utilities.
Conley. D-Portland. named
himself and two other senators Democrat John E. Baldacci of
Bangor. who will serve as Senate
chariman. and Republican Charlotte Z. Sewall of Newcastle - to
the 13-member panel. according
to his office.
Baldacci is also Senate chairman of the Legislature's Public
Utilities Committee.
The Legislative Council. which.
comprises the 10 Democratic and -

Republican floor leaders, will set
a budget and define the goals for
the committee, which will be
vested with subpoena powers.
The council's next meeting is
set for Nov. 2.
Last week House Speaker John
L. Martin. D-Eagle Lake. who led
the drive for legislation establishing the committee, named
himself and nine other House
members to the panel. Rep.
David B. Soule Jr., D-Westport.
was appointed House chairman.
The legislative investigation
stems from a separate probe by
the Public Utilites Commission
into Central Maine Power Co.'s
polling activities.

Halloween Personals Next Monday
For more information see page 2

year. "Logically. I could see no
reason for it. The more they told
me I couldn't have the job. the
more I wanted it."
Her first important job out of
college was at KHOU-TV in
Houston, where she became the
first woman anchor in Texas.
Later, she co-anchored the news
at KHY-TV in Philadelphia.
She went to work for NBC
News in 1977.
With her career seemingly in
ascent, tragedy struck. Dr.
Donald Payne, an obstetrician
and gynecologist and her second
husband of less than six months,.
hanged himself in the basement
of their Washington home. Her
first marriage had ended in
divorce.
Her
memoir,
"Anchorwoman," published in January,
mentioned the marriage to Payne
but did not discuss his d.

State vs.
state troopers
AUGUSTA (AP)—The state
and the state troopers' union are
taking each other to court over
the sale of advertising space in a
union magazine, something both
sides agree is illegal.
But the Maine State Troopers
Association maintains that the
ban on law-enforcement officers
and groups soliciting ads for
their own benefit, which the
union is challenging in U.S.
District
Court in
Portland',
amounts to an intrusion of their
constitutional rights.
"It prohibits us from publishing a law-enforcement magazine," by depriving the union of
needed advertising revenue, said
Stephen Beal, president of the
270-member union, although he
acknowledged that the ad sales
violate the state's Unfair Trade
Practices Act.
The First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech is
among the points raised in the
association's suit, he said.
The state's complaint, which
the attorney general's office
announced Monday, says the
troopers' association sold space
in the latest edition of "The
Maine Trooper" to more than 50
businesses. The advertisers included garages, firearms suppliers and other firms that do
business with the association,
according to the complaint.
The state maintains that the
sales violate the unfair-trade law,
which prohibits law-enforcement
officers, agencies and associations from soliciting advertisements for their own benefit.
It is seeking a court order
' barring the association from
selling future advertisements
and askes that the union be
required to pay the state's legal
costs.
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Committe demands
Academic Excellence • Parking
dollars.
I can't
numbers though."

by Mike Harman
and Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writers
A Portland lawyer leading a group
committed to improving the educational quality of Maine's universities
told the University of Maine Board of
Trustees Monday. "Since the 'Our
Nation is at Risk' report given by
President Ronald Reagan, we've all
heard horror stories concerning the
inadequacies in our educational
system.
Owen Wells, chairman of the
self-appointed "Committe for Academic Excellence" said, "The problem with UMO, USM, and the rest of
your system is a lack of money. It's
clear to us none of them are getting
enough.
"From 1975 to 1982, Bowdoin
College received $75 million in
donations.. A good source for college
incomes is gifts. but no donor will give
to a system - a board must be
appointed to tap this source," he said.
"One of the great strengths of this
system is autonomy. It gives the
campuses academic freedom and
control over their own budgets. But a
hidden danger of this system is its
inability to guarantee certain funding
can go to a certain university," Wells
said.
"Our proposal is to create two
boards, one for each of the two largest
colleges(UMO and USM). The boards
would be governed by a committee.
and the BOT could see that the two
flagship campuses are serving the
students and people of Maine. The
committee is drafting legislation to
support this plan.Trustee Severin Beliveau, of Augusta. asked. "How is the present system
inhibited from attracting money from
the private sector?"
Wells said. "There has to be a sense
on the part of the benefactor that he is
dealing with the top person. They
want to feel they have some input."
Wells said, "There is a strong sense
in Portland that everything is going
well at USM. and that (President
Robert L.) Woodbury is doing a good
job. I can't say how much money
might be raised at this time but it
certainly could be in the millions of

give
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(Continued from page 1)

firm

any

Trustee Joseph Hackanson asked,
"So there is a great potential in the
Portland area for raising money?"
changes would cause confusion among
Trustee Harrison Richardson, of campus motorists. Mangione
Portland, asked "Would the commit- recommended the BOT table the
motion.
'tee help us with a bond issue?After the meeting with UMO
, Wells said, "Yes. We have stated
Student
Government President Craig
one of our concerns is money so it
Freshley
UMO President Paul H.
.
would be inconsistent if we didn't help
Silverman said he. Freshley and
raise it."
Mangione had pledged to work
President Judith Sturnick of the
together to work out any problems
University of Maine at Farmington
asked. "What about the smaller
campuses in the system?"
Wells said "We don't feel we are
placed to be of great assistance to the
other five campusus."
Woodbury saiV'Every state has to
figure out where to make decisions.
allocations: - and how to avoid
duplication of programs.
I think
although we have latitude in Maine,
thanks to the BOT we don't have
duplication. We have problems with
by Mike Harman
people and problems with money, but I
and Nancy Kaplan
don't think we have a problem of
Staff Writers
structure.
President Paul H. Silverman of
FARMINGTON—The proposal to
UMO said. "I'd like to look at two
develop
an eighth University of Maine
aspects of this. The first is funding.
campus at Lewiston was unanimously
where it is true that over the last 10
voted down by the University of Maine
years. growth support for the
Board of Trustees Monday.
university has been less than the
The BOT voted down the "creation
inflation rate.
of an independent and free-standing
"The second is the problem of
University of Maine at Lewiston," but
fundraising. A real problem I have
voted to "create a project designed to
been involved in since coming here is
promote educational opportunities to
the attempt to raise funds. Whether or
the
people of Lewiston."
not this committee's proposal is the
BOT Chairman Thomas P. Monaanswer. I don't know. I frankly look
ghan said, "The board recognizes an
forward to what this committee has to
increased educational presence is
propose."
needed in Lewiston. We have to come
UMaine Chancellor Patrick McCarthy said "The time may be right,_ up with and approve a project, and
then Lewiston must consider financing
nationally, for education funding':
because —atication is stiadehlr a
Trustee Harrison L. Richardson,
priority. I welcome this committee's
help, and I look forward to seeing them
at the legislature."

with the new rules. the BOT then
passed the item.
_
UMW Student Senator Rodney
Labbe sail. "It(the parking issue) was
first raised in the BOT's first executive
session today at 9 a.m. I feel the
trustees made light of the issue. A
different viewpoint was giverv,to me
there than what transpired."

Lewiston campus

Eighth campus vetoed
but support shown

i

45 Years Serving Americas Children
Support the

(1)p March of Dimes
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The Procter & Gamble
Paper Products Co.
Invites you to discuss career opportunities
with our prerecruiting representatives

•

404?
For Both Men & Women
Styling, Cutting, Perming,Braiding
Open Weekdays and Saturday Morning Until
Noon. Just Walk In or Anytime By Appointment.
Closed Monday. 942-5111
Ask For Debbie or April)
i

Now Renting
at

Stillwater Village Apartments
1-One Bedroom
1- Two Bedroom
Includes heat, hot water, refrigerator,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, stove and shag
carpeting throughout the apartment.
Laundry facilities on property. Parking for two
cars.
Call 866-2658
a•In\

said "I move that the chancellor, his
staff, and the president of University
of Southern Maine, the University of
Maine at Augusta, and the University
of Maine at Farmington, draft a
specific proposal to present to the
board.••
Monaghan agreed, saying that
although the proposal ought not to
have a time limit on it, "the need in
this area (Lewiston) is urgent, and the
proposal ought to be considered
similarly."
Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne said
"Thank you (the BOT) for recognizing
the need.
Your action today is
significant, and it is a move in the right
direction in support of our community.
We eagerly await the report requested
by the trustees."
Rep. Gregory Nadeau, D-Lewiston
thanked the trustees "for thdr,long.
patient consideration of the isstie,"

-.AM.
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A
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Wednesday, November 2nd
137 Bennett
7:00 p.m.-. 9:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 3rd
Memorial Union Ham Room
9:00 a.m.-. 12:00 Noon
If you are technically oriented and are
interested in Manufacturing Management &
Engineering, we may have a position for
you.
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Still a chance
erhaps the appropriate word is sickening.
What other response is there to the news
that at least 191 U.S. Marines and Navy
personnel and 27 French soldiers from the
multinational peacekeeping force in Lebanon are
dead as the result of terrorist attacks on their
headquarters? But when this emotional response
begins to fade, we must begin to consider the
proper, rational response to this tragedy. In short,
the question is whether or not to heed the calls of
those who want the Marines pulled out of Lebanon
immediately or to leave them there to fulfill their
mission as President Reagan prefers. To answer this
question we must first understand this mission and
make some judgment of how well it is being
carried out.
The Marines were the first dispatched to Beirut
to oversee the evacuation of P.L.O. guerillas
following the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. They
then left but soon returned, along with British,
French, and Italian forces, at the request of
Lebanese President Amin Gemayel. In the wake
of the massacres at the Sabra and Shatilla
refugee camps and increasing street violence in
Beirut, Gemayel was worried about the stability
of his new government and the ability of the
weak Lebanese Army to control social order.
The peacekeeping force's mission was then
defined as keeping whatever order existed while
the Lebanese government and army gained the
ability to keep the order themselves.
For a while anyway, it seemed that mission
was succeeding. •There was a relative calm about
Beirut where the soldiers patrolled. Rubble left
from years of conflict was slowly cleared away
and some rebuilding began. The new "popular"
Lebanese government negotiated a withdrawal
agreement with Israel and the war between Israel
and Syria that had once seemed imminent was
averted.
But the rosy predictions of a peaceful future
for Lebanon were soon proven wrong. Syria
rejected the troop withdrawal agreement and
dismissed presidential envoy Phillip Habib as an
impartial negotiator. Frustrated over the losses
its troops were sustaining while waiting for Syrian
approval of the withdrawal pact, Israel pulled
back to more defensive positions. Without the

lp

Israelis to restrain them, Druse gunners resumed
shelling Beirut, forcing the peacekeepers to
abandon their patrols and take up positions
within their compounds. Sniping and other
factional warfare increased, with the multinational
force one of the favorite targets. And that
violence continues, as shown in this weekend's
tragedy, despite the present "ceasefire" leading to
a hoped-for "national reconciliation meeting."
In reality, the mission of the Marines and
other members of the peacekeeping force has
been negated for some time. Where there was
once some semblance of peace to keep, there is
now none; where they were once welcomed as
possible saviors, they are now targets and easy
ones at that.
Should Reagan therefore pull the Marines out
before the price of a questionable peace becomes
even greater?
No, not just yet anyway.
However slim, there still remains the possibility
that peace in Lebanon can be acheived through
the national reconciliation meeting to be held in
the near future. Each faction must make some
serious concessions of course, and in all
likelihood a new national government will have to
be formed. Yet there does exist the possibility
that a renewal of the civil war can be averted
and a coalition government committed to the
sovereignty of the country can emerge. What
role would the United States be able to take in
the complex negotiations needed to make such a
conference reach its ultimate goaLif it pulled its
Marines out right now? Probably very little.
From a political point of view, this might well
be Reagan's last chance to justify his stationing
the Marines in Lebanon; if he fails to help
achieve some sort of lasting peace for that
country, the fallout from that decision to deploy
could be heavy indeed. His investment in Lebanon
is quite high; for the sake of 191 innocent dead
Americans, he must make his greatest effort to
make it pay off.
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Rock 'n'roll
dentist
Do you remember your last visit
with the dentist? It was a blast,
right? When you entered his or her
there
were
magazines
office,
everywhere,
everything
scattered
from Vogue to House and Garden to
Dr. Seuss.
Some brat with snots running out
of both nostrils was crying to his
mother that he wanted to go home.
An old man held his jaw and stared
into the wall. Others just read
quietly or chatted. There was typical
symphonic "dentist music" playing,
and every once in a while a
receptionist called someone's name.
Now, how about your dentist? It
doesn't matter if he or she was young
or old. They're all alike, aren't_
they?; the pleasant soothing voice,
the positive reassurances, ample
instruction, and finally, the little
jokes to relax you before they stuck
the nine-inch needle in your gums.
So far, so god. The stereotype is
cast and really seems somewhat
convincing. Most dentists share at
least some of these characteristics,
right?
Well, I've got to deviate from the
above scenario when I tell you my
dentist is a real rock 'n' roller. He's
so cool, the furniture in his office is
leather. Man, one wall of the office
is papered with tan crocodile skin.
He has beanbag chairs, too. Instead
of Newsweek and Time, this funky
Ph.D has Rolling Stone and Nation.
Vogue and House and Garden are
mere kids' stuff. We're talking
Cosmopolitan and Playboy.
There's no children around this
dude's place. He doesn't allow it.
(Who'd
bring
their
kid
there
anyway?) Yes. there
are
old
folks—usually dirty old men and
veteran intravenous drug users. (He
caters to sociopaths.)
Music? No symphonic dentist
crapola here. Hell, this cat plays
WBCN, Boston. His receptionist is a
chic, new wave model. I can
remember her now...Her hair had
two pigtails on the top. She wore
rouge, had bright red lipstick and
black eye make-up. She wore a
tight, blue leotard jersey and a
short, black skirt. She was a real
hardbody. Man, this girl was so
damn attractive, the middle-aged
men were placing books in their laps
to hide the blood flow.
When I finally got to see my
dentist after being visually harassed
by two Hungarian lesbian girls, the
mad doktor excused himself so he
could call to win tickets to the Stray
Cats concert next month.
As I was tilted back in the
dentist's chairt, he asked me if I
wanted a shot of novocaine or
would I rather view a small screen
on the ceiling projecting today's top
models in bathing wear? I asked
him if I could have both when he
started laughing hysterically, "I
suppose you'd like some valium
too? Or maybe some cocaine?"
Then he excused himself again. He
said he was under strict medication.
Needless to say, he did quite a
good job except for the noise. He
kept singing "Gl000rriaaaa, G-L-OR-U-A." I figured it had to be one
of his old girlfriends from his
college days. He sang it for two
hours straight.
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Response
when writing

Where's all the practical work?

he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.

To the editor:

A chance for unknowns
To the editor:
WMEB radio is a progressive radio station and like many
other such stations, it provides
the opportunity for new and
relatively unknown artists to
get airplay. There are many
radio stations in the Orono

area that play the music Tim
Courtois wants to hear. I
would hate to see 'MEB go
down
the
tubes
like
Alternative Music Night and
the jukebox in the Bears' Den
.did.
Michael Schorr
Milford

UMO needs open parking
To the editor:
I want to thank the student
senate for addressing at its
Oct. 18 meeting the UMO
parking problems.
It's
beyond
belief
a
university can plan and
implement countless scheduling strategies but can't see the
need to build a new parking lot
before (did I say before?
How logical) they discontinue
use of 200 spaces in an
already parking space-deficient campus.
If I'd have known this. I
could have stayed in New York
City and taken the subway.
But no, I commute 30 miles to
UMO so I can drive around for
30 minutes or more looking for
a parking space and finally
end up in a cow pasture a mile
from my class, which-All
undoubtedly miss, and still

I would like to know,
seriously, what actions are
under way to raise the
academic
standards
right
here at UMO? What, if any,
is
the
program
for
improvement in the near
future? With all the daily
doting on what is supposed
to be education around here,
with all the space-filling
brouhaha
written
into
newspapers
which
few
people bother to read—few
others
•
really
comprehend—and with the
television—which is always a
facile experience—I haven't
yet heard of the practical
work of those "people in
the know," who I suppose
are
the
chancellor,
the
trustees, the legislature and
Governor Brennan, really
small
concentration
of
decision-makers who hold
the purse-strings over us.
Are
they, God
forbid,
rolling up their long white
sleeves
to
take
the
rampaging bull into hand,
tackling
the
"new

challenges" abounding under still going through UMO
their noses? I'm afraid if rebel
and
point
their
you look around you will accusing fingers at them.
not see any sign the "new
Such spontaneous reaction is
great" awareness is moving
healthier than suppressed
mountains, it has not even
anger and acid bitterness.
started
moving
molehills. You can count on such a
"Higher
Educational reaction on the very day we
Awareness" has so far been learn
the
university
is
successfully
contained
to
working on illegal deficits:
Mickey Mouse rhetoric by that is your financial folly!
our
well-tax-paid, deeply
And
you
have
always
indifferent
administrators. claimed to
be financial
The Peoples' Committees, conservatives?
which have recently sprung
Something is definitively
up in defense of academic wrong here. Why can't the
education, are beating on a university be more than a
cold shield.
mediocre academic center? I
Still, I work and I hope don't know why someday
for day-to-day betterment soon
a
Nobel
laureate
3rid
comprehension, couldn't
come
from
although
in
the
point- Maine—I
mean
the
counting society I live in University of Maine at
education is the key to both. Orono, not from a lean-to
Those dug-out administrators campus in Lewiston. I say
cannot always sit at our tax- to my administrators it's
paid-for walnut conference time to get down to the
tables and play out their sweat work—or get out of
political survivalist games._ ) the kitchen. The ultimate
They cannot always jerkily answer to "excellanous (sic)
extend
the
thumb in education" is in us.
forever—excepting
election
time—before the students,
Goldie de Chase
who went through and are
Bangor

get a $2 ticket for parking on
the turf-And all this for only a
$S parking permit. Such a
deal.
What are we paying for? Is
all this -new ticket revenue
going into a new parking lot
or more ticket writers?_
The UMO police will tell you
to park at the steam plant
but if I had wanted to do
that I could have gotten the
special permit and saved
money in the first place and
invested in hip waders for the
spring.
absence may very well deprive
To the editor:
Hurrah
for
the
GSS
the handicapped and needy
ammendment for an open
Three United Way banners in Penobscot Valley of funding
parking system. If I'm going
recently disappeared from they might otherwise have
to have to fight for my space. campus. One banner was at
received.
let the best student, faculty or the library, the other two were
-. The UMO United Way
staff member win. Good luck
suspended across main entry Committee would like the
guys. some of us are from -.ways to campus promoting the-banners returned to the
Brooklin.
Diana Porter _United Way and reminding.-Student Activities Office.
people to contribute. Thei; Memorial Union so they may
East Corinth

Please return United Way banners

Commentary

serve their original purpose
through the rest of the
campaign. No questons will be
asked.
Thank you,
William T. Lucy, chairman
United Way Committee

/Donald Aucoin Jr.

A rich man's sport

W

ell, it's happened. After months of
speculation, President Reagan has
finally signed the papers legally
making him a candidate in the 1984
presidential election.
.
Even though I believe he's destroying the country,
many people in the United States think he is a
wonderful president. Several of my neighbors and
acquaintances have nothing but praise for the man
despite his policies tend to favor the rich.
I have been told by people much smarter than I,
the country is swinging toward a new mood of
conservatism and Ronald Reagan is the symbol of
this mood.
If this is true then any Republican worth his or her
weight in gold will not even consider running against
the president for the GOP ticket.
Yet it appears the committee to re-elect the
president is worried, for it plans to spend an
estimated $21 million in the primaries alone, just to
get the president on the November ballot.
Can you imagine $21 million raised for a man who
is most likely a shoo-in candidate?
An incumbent president carries prestige and
visibility when he runs for re-election. In the 1984
primaries any other Republican candidate can only
offer a token challenge against Ronald Reagan. So
why is his re-election committee trying to raise so
much money?
The United States spends more money on national

elections than any other nation in the world. Each
election year we waste, yes, waste, millions of dollars
trying to choose a president.
There must be something wrong with our political
system for us to allow such a travesty to happen and
I believe there is.
The main culprits in the political system are the
primary system of choosing a candidate and federal
matching funds.
The primary system allows candidates to
announce their intentions to run, years before the
actual event. We then glorify this method even more
by seeing which can be the first state in the nation to
hold its primary. After this madness is done, we
then have the conventions which choose a final
candidate for each party. The two of them finally
square off for the November elections, spending
more money along the way.
To put the icing on the cake the federal
government gets into the act by awarding matching
funds to candidates who raise the right amount of
money.
Under this system how can a poor boy born in a
log cabin ever hope to become president? And
what is the sense in raising and spending millions
of dollars for a job that doesn't even pay a
fraction of that amount?
Our election laws are in desperate need of change.
First, no candidate should be allowed to announce
a candidacy, or to run, prior to July 1 of the

presidential election year.
Secondly, all state primaries should be on the
same day. The winners in the primaries can go face
to face, or a party convention can make the choice
from the high place finishers. After this is done, two
presidential candidates can campaign for the
November election.
Last of all, there should be a limit on how much
money a candidate can spend. It should not matter if
he is rich, poor, or in between; a limit should be set.
Federal .natching funds should be included under
this limit. That is, if a limit on how much one can
spend on an election is set, matching funds can't be
given to a candidate in excess of that total amount.
With changes such as these, there is reason to
believe the electorate will not be so disenchanted
with the political process. There is nothing more
tiresome than a political campaign that drags on for
years, spending untold millions of dollars, and ends
up in defeat in the primary elections.
If we were to revise our national election process it
might encourage the public to take a more active
part in them. After all, a quick four-month
campaign is much more interesting than a three year
bore-a-thon. And spending limits should make it
clear running for the presidency is not only a rich
man's sport, it's everyone's game.
It's something to think about.
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Circuit

Pro
nearly $600,000 which the Coloradan has
raised himself. Whether he needs to wait until
then, however, is another matter; the Federal
Election Commission has no rule requiring a
candidate to stay in until the matching funds
are handed out.

Some news ofthe week in brief
WASHINGTON—A big question mark for
Los Angeles Olympic planners is the dispostion
of Soviet athletes. It already seems likely that
politics could keep the Soviet team in Moscow
next summer.
Several conservative California assemblymen
have threatened to pull a Mario Cuomo and
keep the Soviet athletes • from landing in Los

Here and Now
Glen and Shearer
Angeles. Meanwhile, it's possible that the
Soviets, still reeling from the Korean Air Lines
fiasco, could decline to compete, citing cold
war politics.
But if the Soviets don't show, their reason
could have more to do with athletics than
politics. Track and field experts who've spoken
with their Eastern bloc counterparts speculate
that the Soviets may default for fear of losing
badly in L.A.
During the world track championships in
Helsinki last August, the Russians captured
only six of an expected 10 gold medals. The
poor showing reportedly led Soviet coaches to
ship the team home immediately, canceling
coveted leisure time in Finland.
Meanwhile, Western coaches say the Soviets
may win no more than five or six of 41 track

and field events (compared with 16 gold
medals in 1980). The Soviets are strong in the
pole vault, men's and women's high jump,
men's 1600-meter relay and men's hammer
throw. But the U.S.S.R. has no first-rate
distance runners.
"The Russians aren't going to come to Los
Angeles (to) be devastated by the Americans,"
a U.S. coach told us. "If their athletes don't
perform well at a few indoor meets in Europe
this winter, you can scratch them from the
Summer Games."
Of course, if the Russians stay home,
Pravda will cite something like "U.S.
Imperialism." But everyone will know better.
Footnote:
President
Reagan's
political
lieutenants intend to milk the Summer Games
for all they're worth, particularly if the Soviets
make the trip. They say that an impressive
U.S. Olympic victory in Los Angeles, coming
a week before the Republican National
Convention in Dallas, could lend an impression
that America under Reagan is a winning
combination.

Tuesday, Oct. 25 (Continued from page 1)
Women in the Curriculum Brown Bag Seminar.
Sandy Ives, Rita Breton and students: "Oral
History: A Portrait of Maine Women During the
Depression and WWII." North Bangor Lounge,
Union. 12:15
News of the World Forum. Assistant Professor
Alexander Grab: "Conflict in Lebanon." Sutton
Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
Biochemistry Seminar. Dr. P.Rahn, N.E. Regional
Technical Consultant, Waters Associates: "The
Analysis of Proteins, Peptides and Amino Acids by
the Technique of HPLC." 102 Nutting. 1:30 p.m.
Demonstration at 4 p.m.
Adults in Life Transitions Series. Dr. Stephen and
Joan Marks: "Intimacy and Individuality: Balancing
Self-Identity and Partnership." Peabody Lounge,
Union. 3:15 p.m.
Pre-Professional
Program.
"Resume
Writing
Workshop." North Lown Room, Union. 3:30 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. "SAS Graph." First session. 100
Jenness. 3;30 p.m.
Maine Peace Action Committee Meeting. The
Maples. 4 p.m.
Eating Disorders Group (binge-purge syndrome).
Cutler Health Center Counseling Center. 5:30 - 7
p.m.
UMO Judo Club. Gymnastics Room, Memorial
Gym. 7 - 9 p.m.
Last Tuesday Film Series. "Days of Wine and
Roses." Lown Rooms, Union. 7 p.m.
DLS. Dr. David Hopkins, U.S. Geological Survey:
"Hard Times in Beringia—Constraints on the
Lifestyle of the First Americans." Reception to
follow. 101 E/M. 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 26
x

If the law school payoff is a myth, it still
favors men over women. While the average
business and industrial lawyer's salary is a
handsome
$60,808, the
average
female
attorney's wage is about half that, $33,000,
according to a recent study by Abbott, Langer
and Associates.
The firm also found that more women than
men were attracted to law because of the
"adversarial nature" of the work; women
lawyers were also less likely than men to avoid
controversy.
David Stockman's Office of Management
and Budget has revised a plan prohibiting
federally-funded
nonprofit
organizations
from engaging in political activity. OMB's new
rules would, among other things, require
foundation or association employees who spend
more than 25 percent of their time lobbying to
keep detailed records of their activities.
Though the OMB rules grew out of a desire
by conservatives to "de-fund the
they
have angered a wide range of federallycontracted groups.

UMO Dance Film Festival. "The New York City
Ballet, An Evening of Bournonville." Dance Studio,
Lengyel. 8:30 & 10 a.m., 2:30 & 4 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
Entomology Seminar. Lise Dietz: "Sociobiology "
207 Deering. 11:10 a.m.
Focus on Women. Mary Cathcart, Spruce Run:
"Domestic Violence." North Bangor Lounge,
Union. Noon.

Maxwell Glenn and Cody Shearer are
syndicated columnists. Copyright 1983 Field
Enterprises, Inc., Field Newspaper Syndicate.
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With a negligible ranking in voter surveys
and a debt of more than $700,000, Sen. Gary
Hart remains in the race for 1984's Democratic
presidential nomination. Hubris isn't the only
reason. Hart has admitted to colleagues that
he won't withdraw until January 1984, when
Uncle Sam hands out "matching funds" for
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of students and faculty members from
throughout the university system, a
state legislator, and citizens spoke
before the board at length.
Monaghan's proposal would have
limited the citizen input time to 15
minutes per board meeting.
"However," Monaghan said, "Professor Allen (Douglas Allen, professor
FARMINGTON—An agenda item
of philosophy at UMO and a
representative ot the Associated
that would have limited citizens input
Faculties of the University of Maine)
on issues concerning the University of
Maine at Orono Board of Trustees was -"feels we might be creating a problem
postponed by the BOT until their
where none exists, as far as faculty is
concerned."
March 1984 meeting.
The item was initiated by BOT
At the Sept. 25 BOT meeting, four
chairman Thomas P. Monaghan.
UMO professors were supposed to
Monaghan said "Because of my
speak on the effect funding shortages
undoubtful ineptitude, matters got out were having on their departments.
of hand last time." Monaghan was The BOT heard Associate Professor of
referring to the Sept. 25 meeting of the
Animal and Veterinary Sciences
BOT in Presque Isle, where a number
Mortin Stokes and Professor of Civil

By Mike Harman
and Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writers

*Police Blotter*
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer

,Jon Littlefield, 19, of Brooks,
was reported to the Secretary of
State by UMOPD for refusing to
take a breath test after being
stopped for probable cause. The
new .02 law states probable
cause exists if police believe a
person under the age of 20 is
operating or attempting to
operate a motor vehicle with a
.02 percent or more brood-alcohol
content. Police said they stopped
Littlefield on Sebago Road at
11:40 p.m. Friday because
Littlefield was driving on the
sidewalks around Coburn Hall.
Police said Littlefield was taken
to the station and informed of the
tests available to him to check his
blood-alcohol level.
Police
informed Littlefield that failure
to complete a breath or blood test
could result in license revocation.
Littlefield chose to take a breath
test but refused to bldw-up the
balloon in one breath, police
said. Police said he was given
five opportunities to complete
the test correctly but he refused
to follow directions. UMOPD
sent a letter to the Secretary of
State stating Littlefield failed to
take the test.
Thomas Pequinot, 18, of
Casco. was reported to the
Secretary of State by TIMOPD for
operating a motor vehicle while
his blood-alcohol level was above
.02 percent. Police said they
stopped Pequinot at 12:15 a.m.
Saturday on Sebago Road. Police
said Pequinot took a breath test
and the results were sent to the
state police.
Deirdre Doyon, 19, of Portland, was reported to the
Secretary of State by UMOPD for
operating a motor vehicle while
her blood-alcohol level was above
.02 percent. Police said they
stopped Doyon at 2:10 a.m.
Sunday on Munson Road. Police
stopped Doyon because the car's
windshield was frosted and
obstructing the operator's visibility. Police said they could smell
alcohol on Doyon's breath.
Doyon was taken to the police
station and given a breath test.
Police said a letter and the breath
test results were sent to the
Secretary of State.

A fire alarm was activated on
the second floor of York Hall at
5:37 p.m. Friday. Police said a
student was smoking a cigar
outside of his room which
probably activated the smoke
detector.
An Estabrooke Hall resident
reported a malicious mischief
incident to UMOPD Saturday.
The victim said someone put four
long slashes in the right door of
her 1978 Jeep CJ. The jeep was
parked in the York Hall parking
lot. Damage to the jeep has been
estimated at $75.
Steven Pettengill, 18, of
Orono, Monday pleaded innocent
to charges of terrorizing and
criminal trespass. Pettengill was
arrested Friday at 3:07 a.m. at
Kennebec Hall. Police said they
received a call from Michele
Syms, the resident director of
Kennebec Hall. who told police a
female student had received a
phone call from her boyfriend
who said he was going to shoot
her with a shotgun. Two UMO
police officers were armed and
arrived at the dorm at 11:15 p.m.
They were notified by a student
that Pettengill was on the second
floor. Police said they later
found Pettengill in the mens'
bathroom in the dorm's basement and he was unarmed but
refused to leave the dorm.
Pettengill was taken to Eastern
Maine Medical Center for an
examination, police said. Pettengill was released and warned by
police not to return to his
girlfriend's dorm. At 2:30 a.m.,
police returned to Kennebec Hall
to check if the outside doors were
locked when they received a call
from the dispatcher.
The
dispatcher informed the officers
that Pettengill was on the second
floor of Kennebec Hall. Police
arrested Pettengill for criminal
trespass and terrorizing. He
failed to post bail which was set
at $300, and was taken to the
Penobscot County Jail. He was
arrainged Friday morning in
Third District Court. At the
arraignment, the court appointed
a lawyer for Pettengill who
entered no plea. On Monday,
Pettengill pleaded innocent to
the charges and bail was set at
$1,000 ($500 for each count).
Trial has been set for Nov. 17 in
Third District Court.

Engineering John Alexander, but
Monaghan cut off Professor of Music
Richard Jacobs and Associate Professor of English Paul Bauschatz by
asking them if they had anything
substantial to add to the statements of
the first two speakers. Neither Jacobs
nor Bauschatz had any comment.
The board heard a progress report
on UMO's proposed Performing Arts
Center from William Sullivan, vice
chancellor for administration treasurer. Sullivan said $1.3 million (at
present prices) will be needed to
complete the center.
Sullivan said the $4.9 million
spending limitapproved by the BOT at
the Sept. 25 meeting would cover basic
construction costs but $1.3 million
more would be needed "for the extras
to make the center appropriate. These
extras include an orchestra pit and
platform display cases, a chandelier,
kitchen accessories, landscaping, construction of a parking lot and lighting
for the lot," he said.
Sullivan said fundraising for the
--$4.3 million is underway.
The Board was informed that UMO
will soon install steam flow meters into
its dormitories and dining halls.
Richard A. Eustis, assistant vice
. chancellor for administration' nd
director of physical facilities said he
$100,000 installation cost of the meters
would make the buildings more energy -

efficient by allowing the central
heating plant to monitor the amount of
steam each building uses. He said this
could save the University $50,000 a
year. Eustis said it cost approximately $2 million for heating at UMO last
year.
Chancellor Pa rick McCarthy said
enrollments in the university system
have -increased --W-3 pereent, or 823
students, from last year.
-The
average age of our students is also
going - up. This means UMaine is
accessable to all tax payers, not just
the 18-24 year old traditional students," he said.
McCarthy said over 50 percent of
UMaine's 1983 total of 28,591 enrolled
is female, and he said 90 percent of the
students are from Maine.
Sam D'Amico, mediator of the
current Associated Faculties of the
Universit of Maine/BOT wage dispute
told the BOT "there has not been any
change in the status quo. I would like
to request an executive session for the
discussion of collective bargaining
strategy." The BOT decided to go into
the executive session after the
conclusion of the rest of the agenda
items.
Monahan said he, Joseph Hackanson, of 'Westbrook and Richard P.
Marshall. of Old Orchard Beach, will
be reappointed to seven year BOT
terms by Gov. Joseph Brennan.

The Golden Scissors
132 N. Main St., Brewec 989-1934

Ladies
Men
Free Shampoo
Haircuts
& Blow Dry
$4.00
with any style cut
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-5; Thurs.-Fri. ENTs._b_zAmt.

SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT & COLD DRINKS
abb.

DESERTS
MILK
CANDY

ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS

COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE
CANTEEN SERVICE CO

244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 9455688
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Sports
Labonte reinjured,Bearsfall to UConn 31-26
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
Junior tailback Billy Parks ran
for 205 yards on 26 carries and
scored three touchdowns to lead
the University of Connecticut
past the
University
of
Maine 31-26, in a Yankee
Conference football game at
Alumni Field on Saturday
afternoon.
The win leaves UCONN as the
only unbeaten team in the YC,
2-0 as previously unbeaten
Boston University lost to the
University of Massachusetts
24-21 on Saturday.
The Huskies had to hold off a
late rally by the Black Bears but
Parks' 52 yard run for a
touchdown with 5:05 remaining
iced the game.
UCONN quarterback Larry
Corn, who completed 14 of 25
passes for 137, yards and one
passing touchdown, confused the
UMO defense all day with
---handoffs to fullback
Mike
Harkins and Parks and passes to
tight end Brian McGillicuddy.
"We dug ourselves into a hole
and really didn't look like we
wanted to come back until the
fourth quarter," Rogerson said.
UCONN took a 6-0 lead early in
the first quarter when Parks went
off right tackle for 63 yards and a
touchdown.
UMO
quarterback
Rich
Labonte directed a perfect
scoring drive of 73 yards in 12
plays with full back Matt Bennett
carrying the last two yards for
the touchdown. The drive included an 11-yard run by Todd
McAniff and a 39-yard pass play
from Labonte to halfback Paul
Phelan. Jack Leone's extra point
kick split the uprights giving
UMO a 7-6 lead with 8:40 left in
the first quarter.
The Black Bears were driving
for another touchdown late in the
first quarter when Labonte fell
and reinjured his left shoulder
and Mike Beauchemin was called
onto replace him. Two plays later
UCONN defensive end Pat Miller
recovered a fumble.
The Huskies passed and ran 82
yards in 12 plays with Parks
carrying the last 25 yards for a
touchdown. The extra point try
by place-kicker Domingos Carlos
was no good and the score was

Rich Labonte escapes the hands of a defender Saturday. (Bullard photo)

12-7 with UCONN leading. It was
the first time in three years the
Carlos had missed a PAT
outright; he did however, have
one blocked last year.
•UCONN scored again with 5:34
left in the second quarter to go
up 18-7. Corn passed to
McGillicuddy for a 4-yard touchdown. The two point conversion
try was no good.
Leone attempted a 49-yard
field goal with :2 seconds left in
the half but was wide to the
right.
In the third quarter UCONN
defensive end Mark Michaels
intercepted a Beauchemin pass
at the UCONN 31 yard line.
Michaels is the son of former
New York Jets head coach Walt
Michaels.
Harkins ran 22 yards up the
middle for the touchdown but
Carlo's extra point kick was no
good and UCONN led 24-7 with
2:40 to go in the third period.
UMO scored three times in the

fourth quarter on Beauchemin's
three yard keeper. a 43-yard pass
to Lance Theobald, and a 2-yard
touchdown run by Theobald.
UMO defensive end Dave
'Sanzaro forced Corn to intentionally ground the ball twice late in
the fourth quarter, but UMO was
unable to pull out the victory as
they did two weeks ago at
Lafayette. UMO scored 25 points
in the fourth quarter to defeat the
Leopards 39-38.
BLACK
BEAR
NOTES-Beauchemin was 11 of 29 passing
for 212 yards but threw three
interceptions.
Labonte was three of eight
passing for 63 yards.
Matt Walsh caught six passes
for 98 yards, including a
26-yard gain to set up Theobald's
touchdown run in the fourth
quarter.
Captain Dean Ramsdell was
the leading tackler for UMO,
sixth week in a row, with nine
solos and five assists.

Soccer team•
stumbles 3-0
by John Nicholson
Staff Writer

A
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Skijust nine times and the rest of the season is

FREE!!
Sugarloaf Season Passes on Sale Now at the
Athletic Business Officefor only $185.00 until November 1

Only 1 1/2weeks left!
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The Maine Black Bears fell to
the University of Vermont in
soccer action this,weekend by a
score of 3-0.
Vermont's Doc Ellis tallied
UVM's first goal at 14:27 of the
opening period. He was assisted
by Dave Grose who also scored
in the second period making the
score 2-0, Vermont. The third
and final goal came when Shawn
Kelley scored unassisted.
Maine's Jeff Spring played a
tough game in the nets only
allowing 3 of the 11 shots taken
to get by him. Vermont played
quite well according to Maine
coach Jim Dyer.
"Vermont has a tradition of
being a good team — and showed
that fact Saturday," Dyer said.
Maine did not play up to
Dyer's expectations. "We did
not play as well as we should
have.•'
Overall Dyer was disappointed
with Maine's performance, but
was
not
surprised
with
Vermont's.
"Vermont is good and maybe
they played the best game they
have all season against us," he
said.
The loss this weekend puts the
Bears record at the 7-7 mark. The
Black Bears will be looking for a
win this Saturday at home
against Colby.
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Skaters impressive
but fall to UNB 8-6
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

rn
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to
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Right wing Brian Thomson scored
four goals, three of them in the third
period, as. the University of New
Brunswick Red Devils rallied to defeat
the Maine Black Bears 8-6 in an
exhibition game Friday night at the
Aitken Center in Moncton, New
Brunswick.
Maine took a 5-4 lead on a
shorthanded goal three minutes into
the third period when left wing John
McDonald look a pass from Paul
Giacalone and fired it past UNB
goalie Kevin Rochford.
The Red Devils then put the game
out of reach scoring four straight
goals in the third period, three of
which were by Thomson with the last
one into an empty net with 1:55
remaining in the game.
Maine's freshman right winger
Steve Santini closed out the sco.ring
with :21 left in the game combining
with Pete Maher and Joel Steenson
making the final score 8-6.
Maine jumped out to a quick 3-0
lead in the first period as defenseman
Joel Steenson scored two goals and
Ron Hellen added a power play goal
before nine minutes had clasped.
UNB, as they did in the third period,
again scored four straight goals, three
of them coming in the last half of the
first period and the fourth coming
early in the second period which give
the Red Devils a 4-3 lead.
Black Bear senior captain Todd
Bjorkstrand tied the score at 4-4 at
16:47 of the third period. Assisting on
the goal/ere linemate Ray Jacques
and Seknson.
Steen n, a junior defenseman who
scored two'goals all of last season, had
two goals _mid'two, assists in:Friday's
game.
"The defense played relatively well
with the pairing of Rete Comeault and
transfer Neil Johnson playing strongly. We came out of our end,very well

and Heel we have a real good base
from which we can develop upon,"
Maine coach Jack Semler said.
Offensively, Maine was led by its
veteran line of Todd Bjorkstrand, and
juniors Ray Jacques and Ron Hellen.
The trio provided most of Maine's
offensive punch last season netting a
combined 42 goals. Maine fans can
again look for them to carry the load.
—They generated a lot of offense,
played good two-way hockey and
continually kept the pressure on the
UNB defense and goalies," Semler
said.
Sophomore goalie Mike Silengo,
who is—a transfer along with Neil
Johnson from the University of New
Haven, played the entire game for
Maine facing 34 shots from the Red
Devils. Despite giving up eight goals,
coach Semler was pleased with his
performance.
"Mike made some 'big saves. In
fairness to him there were many times
when we failed to clear the puck after
his, initial save. They (UNB) had too
many-second and third shots which is
something we will have to work on,"
Semler said.
The game was Maine's first
exhibition game and UNB's last. The
Red Devils were 7-0 during the
pre-season. Coack Semler, now in his
seventh year at Maine, thought that
the game was encouraging.
"The game showed us many good
things and it also showed us where we
need to improve. We were a little
rusty in our transition from offense to
defense but that was to be expected
since it was our first game. As we gain
more ice time and game experience we
will improve in a lot of areas." he said.
Maine's next game will be
this Saturday in Biddeford. at the
—Biddeford Ice Arena. The Bears will
face off against Division II power
Babson College. Game time is at 7:30
p.m.
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Spikers lose two, win one
in weekend tourney action
by Max Cavalli
Staff Writer
The UMO women's volley ball
team experienced a hard weekend at
Bryant College in Rhode Island, in
losing to both Springfield College
and the University of Hartford.
However, they managed to knock
off in-state rival,the University of
Maine at Presque Isle, 15-5, 15-11.
In
the
first
match
against
Springfield, the Bears were up 14-6,
but let-up their intensity and were
blown right out of the game and the
match.
C.4t h Osgood said, "Like I have
said so any times before volleyball
is a gam in which momentum can
take co lete control, and- vo-U-simply can not afford to lose it."
This I s of momentum carried
over
the second match as well.
Coach Osgood said, "The women
were so devastated by their inability
to capture a victory in the first
game that it did not seem as if the
team had the energy to successfully
)

rebound. Besides, I think the fact
we had to wake up at 5:30 a.m. to
leave from Boston to get there on
time, also acted as a factor. The
women were just really tired." (The
reason being they could not find a
closer hotel.)
In the second match of the day
the women faced an excellent
University of Hartford team, and
were simply out-played.
Coach Osgood said, "There is not
much I can say. It was an excellent
match; they are a really tough team.
I only wish we had played as well
against Springfield as we did against
them."
In the final match of the day,
-Maine breezed by UMP1 a slow and
drawn-out match which gave Coach
Osgood plenty of opportunities to
utilize her reserve forces.
Coach Osgood said, "It was a bit
of a letdown playing against them
after opposing such a high level of
competition.

Seniors!!
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That's right! Philomena Baker of
) Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Mon.,October 24- Fri., Nov.
) 11 to shoot senior portraits.
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The UMO training staff treats injured
(Bullard photo)

on Wednesday,October 26,at4:30p.m.
All interested are welcome.
Located next to the Newman Center.

)

) Sign up for your
) appointment in the
) Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union
)
)

) Sittings are
) FREE
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UIVIO harriers finish second in Eastern championship
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
It was well over one hour after
the varsity race had ended. Head
coach Jim Ballinger was sitting
down in an auditorium near his
three captains, Sheril Sprague,
Glendon Rand and Steve Ridley,
and other members of the team.
When the second place plaque for
cross-country
the
Eastern
championships was announced coach
Ballinger walked up to the front of
the stage and gladly accepted the
award. The team cheered.
The three captains all finished in
the top 20 and they earned
individual medals to go along with
the plaque. They led the Bears to
the runner-up spot with 98 points,
behind Lowell University's 27 and
barely ahead of the University of
New Hampshire's 100.
"We've beaten UNH this season
so, we knew we had a shot at it

(second)", Ballinger said, "but
things didn't really break for us
from the start."
The team started in the middle
ofthe field and the massive start
forced some of the runners to the
middle of the pack. Over 125
runners competed in the 8,000 meter
(4.9 miles) race at Bryant College.
Sprague was one of the few Bears
who got a good start and he made
the rest of the race count as well.
He kicked by four very tough
runners in the last 100 meters to
sneak into the top ten. His 25:52.9
time was good for ninth.
Rand later said he looked up and
saw Sprague's kick (Rand was in
full view about 100 meters behind
Sprague) and he said, "It looked
awesome."
Rand was his usual consistent self
as he placed 14th in 26:11. He
called it "a good race but, not my
best".

The last Bear harrier in the top
20 was Ridley. He had a poor start
but, kept moving up on the field to
cross the line only three places
behind Rand in 26:17.
"I felt I had an edge because of
the course", Ridley said. "It was
winding and rough and I know how
to run tight corners well".
Coach Ballinger called Ridley's
place the key to the victory over
UNH.
"It was the difference in the
meet", he said, "Our third man
(Ridley) was better than their third
man, but everyone on the team
contributed". Ridley beat UNH's
third runner by four places. The
first two UNH runners each finished
one place in front of Sprague and
Rand.
John Fiola came back the last two
miles after "losing concentration in
the middle of the race" and he
finished
27th
in
26:36.
Ken

LeTourneau produced an incredible
kick to finish four places behind
Fiola in 26:46 after he ran with
teammate Roy Morris until the last
half mile. Morris finished 39th and
John Rummler came in 61st to
round out the Bear scoring.
"We are pleased to get second",
Ballinger said but, his main concern
now is the state title the Bears will
try and win for the third consecutive
Bates College Friday
year at
afternoon.
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• Hot.1t Offer- . .
the Regals
!Hct'Pot beverage maker veil make It
even easier to relax with a warm cup of General
Foods^ International Collees. Perfect fof stud'y
breaks and entertaining friends In your room. A
$19 50 refill value, this Olfet saves you Sa.51.
, For each hot pot, send $10.99 plus one prool of
purchase' to
Hot Pot Offer. General Foods Corporation
3 Stuart Drive PT) Box 3565.
Kankakee, III 60902
hot pots to
Send
' Name
Addresu
Zip
State
City
Nose allow 6.8 weeks for processing Offer void where prohibited taxed or
restricted by law Good only in USA Puerto Rico and U'S Govt Installations
'A proof of purchase is the 'cub with letters SRC ' cut from the plastic lid
Otter expires June 30 1964
•

MANUFACTURERS COUPON
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1984.

,

Here's 5I:Y to help you celebrate with
General Foods'International Coffees.
•
This coupon good only or purchase of any flavor of General Foods International Coffees Any other
use constdutes fraud. COUPON NOT TIMISFENAILE. LISIT—OR COUPON PO PUNCIMSE. •
To The Retailer. Generatfoods Corporation will reimburse for the lace value of this coupon plus 71
it submitted in compliance with General FoodS Corporation Redemption Policy C-1 incorporated
herein by reference Vetid only if redeemed by retail distributors of ear merchandise or anyone
specifically authorized by General Foods Corporation Cash sabre 1/201. Mad to
General Foods Corporation PO Box 356t Kankakee III 60902

Available at University Bookstore

Al Pierce did it again. For
the second straight year he has
finished second in the junior
varsity Eastern Championships.
Saturday he equaled his feat of
a year ago when he crossed
the line in the runner-up spot
on the 8,000 meter (4.9 miles)
hilly course at Bryant College
in Rhode Island.
Pierce led the UMO J.V.
the
runner-up
harriers
to
position with 46 points behind
Lowell University's 32. The
University of New Hampshire
finished a distant third with
97.
Pierce wanted to run in the
varsity race but, in the Bears
last home meet(Oct. 7) he was
tripped up in the beginning
and he finished one place shy
of the top seven that qualify
for the varsity competition.
The senior from Oakland
surged past Lowell's John
McKenna with a half mile to
go but, McKenna wouldn't let
go and he kicked by Pierce
with 300 meters left to win by
,
three seconds in 26:33.
"I didn't hear him," Pierce
said afterwards, "but I knew
he was there the last half
mile."
Dan Dearing followed Pierce
across the finish line in third.
Dearing held off some stiff
challenges in the later stages of
the race to finish in 27:01.
"It was lonely out there",
he said, "most of the race I
was running alone."
Dearing
who
"had
a
stomach cramp the
whole
way" nevertheless withstood
the pain and the loneliness of
the long distance runner to
claim the third spot.
The Black Bears put three
more runners in the top 15 to
cap the scoring.
Two seniors from Brewer led
a Gardiner freshman across the
line. John Condon finished a
strong 12th in 27:36 and John
Mills was four more seconds
back in 14th. Freshman Brian
Warren was right on top of
Mills' heels with his 15th place
showing
and
his
27:31
clocking.
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